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Abstract: The spread of COVID-19 has compelled educational institutions to make the transition to
online communication. It has limited teaching and learning to utilize a fully online learning mode.
However, the problem with online learning is that it is entirely dependent on technological devices
and the internet: teachers and students with poor internet connections face the problem of access to on-
line learning. These challenges will affect the effectiveness of educational multimedia in the learning
process and how students will be able to grasp the educational lesson to remain focused throughout
the lesson. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the factors affecting cognitive load and learner
performance and proposes a conceptual framework of factors affected in educational multimedia
learning underlying the interrelationship between cognitive load and learner performance.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced the teaching and learning environment to tran-
sition to a fully online learning mode. The non-face-to-face teaching made deliverables
of academic syllabuses for technical subjects in universities has been a daunting task for
educators. Thus, the advancement of internet technology has created opportunities for
educators to create educational videos for lesson delivery. However, questions remain
on how effective the multimedia learning is. Is the student able to grasp the educational
lesson? Can they remain focused throughout the lesson? However, the challenges with
online learning is that it is entirely dependent on technological devices and the internet.
Both teachers and students with poor internet connections are facing problems with access
to online learning. Numerous students, particularly those living in rural areas, lack the
high-speed internet connection required for online learning instruction. They had difficulty
going live for virtual learning as a result. Some of them had difficulty with technology,
as they lack expertise in computers and other forms of technology. There is also a possi-
bility that they did not have a strong internet connection, causing them to have problems
downloading some information on the topic. Some students have difficulty managing their
time online learning since it is unfamiliar and takes a substantial amount of work. They
need to figure out how to schedule their time wisely. Online learning is more flexible than
traditional learning; however, some students experience difficulty adjusting to the time
required to study online. This study intends to investigate the factors that affect cognitive
load and learner performance in educational multimedia learning. The method of the study
is a structured literature review, and the expected outcomes of this study is the concep-
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tual framework that educators can use in developing educational videos by applying the
principles of multimedia learning and reducing the cognitive load in the video.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Modality Principle

One of the principles of multimedia learning is the modality principle. According
to Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning, people learn better from visuals
and spoken words than visuals and written words. This is because learners can become
overwhelmed if there is too much text. According to the modality principle, cognitive load
is likely to occur when combined with written–verbal and visual information. Therefore,
providing written–verbal information through an auditory channel is preferable when
visual information is also available [1]. Ref. [2] stated in their 2019 study that narration
is preferable to text according to the modality principle since individuals may focus on
visuals while listening to audio. This indicated the modality’s effect on cognitive load and
learning performance.

The principles of modality suggest that learning from visuals with spoken text is
effective compared to learning from displays with written text [3]. Ref. [4] proved that
learning from visuals completed by spoken words is more effective than learning from
visuals supplemented by written words. They also argued that learning with visuals alone is
not as effective when compared to learning with visuals and spoken words. When learning
from visuals alone, it might overload the visual channel; meanwhile, when learning from
visuals and narration, both channels are be used to share the load. The modality principles
stated learning is at its best when using dual-modal (e.g., text with image) compared to
single-modal (text only or image only).

2.2. Spatial Contiguity Principle

The Spatial Contiguity Principle highlighted the concerns with the placement or
position of both image and text in an educational video. The image should be placed close
to the text explaining the image, rather than being placed separately. An example of spatial
contiguity principle in a video is when a caption is explaining an image, its caption should
be placed close to the image rather than it being distant. Their experiment showed how
this spatial contiguity principle affects cognitive load and learning outcome by presenting
he multimedia lesson with printed text at the bottom of each image serving as a caption,
and placing the text next to the corresponding part of each image. Spatial contiguity is
highlighted when students correspond with the words and visuals are placed close together
on the page or screen rather than far apart [5]. As a result, learners are less likely to be able
to maintain both in working memory simultaneously. Ref. [3] states that spatial contiguity
is the degree to which similar pieces of information are arranged in close physical proximity
to simplify processing. It is also about learners learning best when relevant information
and visual are physically close together on the screen.

2.3. Segmenting Principle

According to the segmenting principle, multimedia instructions should be delivered
in segments rather than as continuous units to maximize learning. For instance, the
durations of the chapter 1 video lesson is originally one hour. However, after applying
the segmenting principle, the video is divided into five subtopics of 20 min duration each.
Ref. [2] study revealed that their experiment groups with segmented clips had higher
learning performance than the non-segmented groups. The segmentation principle would
allow learners to adapt to the pace of the lesson with cognitive needs. Both studies found
that using the segmenting principle also increased knowledge retention and knowledge
transfer test marks compared to the lesson presented in the continuous unit. Segmenting
is being used as one of the techniques to manage essential processing, which is breaking
down a complex lesson into advanced parts under the leaner’s control [6]. Segmenting
is a technique that gives the learner control over the pacing of an online lesson, such
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as instructing the learner to go from one slide to the next of a slideshow by pressing a
key [7]. According to [8], there are two main benefits of segmentation that have impact on
learning facilitation: a decrease in cognitive overload and the learner better configuring the
learning materials.

2.4. Interpolated Assessment

Apart from using these principles, the current trend of measuring effective educational
videos is to include the interactivity of the video. In recent years, interactivity of videos
has been a subject of research interest in which, as technology evolves, it is now possible
for videos to interact with learners. For instance, while a student watches the video
lesson, questions that require answers could suddenly pop out. Interpolating assessment
in an educational video enables the leaner to interact with the video. Ref. [9] studied the
effects on embedded questions in educational videos where there were two versions of the
video, one with embedded questions and the other without questions. The author used
a comprehension test and self-efficacy as an indicator of effectiveness. He found that the
group with embedded questions performed better in assessment scores.

2.5. Cognitive Load

The researchers measured self-efficacy based on Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), and
embedded questions also were found to reduce cognitive load. They stated that embedded
questions made individuals feel better about themselves, improved confidence, added new
information to what they already knew, exercised their memories, and that they learned
more. In contrast, the majority of affected variables utilized by previous studies were
derived from Sweller’s (1988) CLT. There are three main variables: Intrinsic Load (IL),
Extrinsic Load (EL), and Germane Load (GL). Extraneous load (EL) is a load that is not
required due to unclear instructions. Intrinsic load (ILL) demonstrates the difficulty or
complexity of learning materials. As for Germane load (GL), it refers to the effort required
to construct knowledge. When a researcher wants to determine how effectively a student
learns from a video, they use subjective measurement. In contrast, objective measuring
is based on a learner’s test scores or final grades. This is significantly different from
subjective measuring, based on a leaner’s word, ratings, or what he or she saw or heard
while studying.

2.6. Learner Performance

According to [10] study, the online self-regulated learning questionnaire can measure
self-regulation and motivation in the student characteristics and learning outcome cate-
gories. Other custom-made instruments were employed to assess attitudes, computer skills,
workload management, social and family support, satisfaction, knowledge construction,
and technology quality, interactions, tools and resources for learning management systems,
and face-to-face support. The rubrics can be used to evaluate a student’s performance.
Rubrics provide students with a description of the performance levels for each criterion
dimension that demonstrates what is expected of them in a given task. Also available for
self-evaluation are self-assessment papers, checklist, and portfolios. Ref [11] adds that the
process evaluating teachers should focus on the following significant indicators: identify-
ing indicators of teacher practice that lead to maximum learner performance; establishing
current performance levels; identifying alternative ways to improve performance, and
providing feedback on the efficacy of the new strategies.

3. Methodology

This study adopted the structured literature review (SLR) methodology. First, the
literature search started with a leading journal relevant to the field of study. Second, a
backward search was conducted to identify relevant articles. Third, a forward-search was
conducted to identify any news articles that citing the publication.
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In the first phase, the study uses online databases to identify and search relevant
articles from leading journals. The keywords used are “Learner Performance”, “Cognitive
Load”, and “Principles of Multimedia Learning”. In the next stage, the study evaluates the
article base and browsed each paper to identify its topics and critical issues. Next, the focus
is on the study’s introduction, abstract, discussion, and conclusion of the study. Finally,
the study identifies potential variables underlying the topic for the development of our
proposed conceptual framework.

4. Conceptual Framework

Based on the literature search, this study proposes an integrated framework to illus-
trate these relationships of identified variables: Modality principle, segmenting principle,
spatial contiguity, interpolated assessment cognitive load, and learner performances de-
picted in Figure 1 below:
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H1: Cognitive load influences learner performance.

Student performance in university usually measured using test. The test includes a
knowledge retention test and a knowledge transfer test. Knowledge Retention tests are
designed to test the learner’s ability to recall the lesson, while knowledge transfer tests
are designed to test the learner’s ability to apply the lesson learnt. Using this knowledge
retention and knowledge transfer as variables to measure student performance, substantial
empirical evidence was found that cognitive load significantly affects student performance.
Ref. [2] found a significant positive relationship by conducting pre-tests and post-tests.

H2: Spatial contiguity principle influences cognitive load in educational multimedia learning.

Ref. [3] stated that in multimedia learning research, the spatial contiguity effect en-
hances learning when written text and visuals are spatially integrated rather than physically
separated in multimedia learning studies. In their research, Ref. [12] proposed that the
spatial contiguity principle is the most effective way for slow learners. During complex
lectures, words are necessary to understand the image, whereas, during interactive mul-
timedia, learners move text physically closer to the diagram. Thus, it shows that spatial
contiguity positively impacts learner performance. In a recent meta-analysis, Ref. [13]
found strong evidence that increasing spatial contiguity can lead to significant learning
improvements. As a result, physical closeness has the potential to impact unconscious as
well as cognitive thinking. Therefore, the spatial layout of information representations must
be considered, particularly in a learning setting. When related representations are spatially
integrated by the designer and nearby to one other, it promotes information processing,
integration, and learning [14]. The spatial continuity principle, where learners learn better
when text and graphics are close to each other, was supported in the previous research.
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Physical closeness can impact learners’ performance, where they learn and understand
faster than before.

H3: Segmenting Principle influences cognitive load in educational multimedia learning.

Segmenting can help to enhance the performance of the learner. A study by [6]
indicated that it is more effective to split up a complicated slide into portions that are
shown one at a time, as opposed to providing all of the information in a single self-paced
slideshow lesson. According to [8], segmenting permits the learner to construct a mental
image of one section of the content before going on to the next. It has been demonstrated in
previous research (e.g., Mautone and Mayer, 2007, Mayer and Chandler, 2001, Mayer, Dow,
and Mayer, 2003, and Sung and Mayer, 2013) that segmenting a slideshow in a variety of
ways may improve transfer test performance compared to a continuous presentation.

H4: Modality Principle influences cognitive load in educational multimedia learning.

The modality principle also related to the leaners’ performance. According to [15] the
modality effect can be replicated using extended multimedia instructions on a non-technical
toxic such as instructional design. This is demonstrated by the fact that students in the
audio group perform just as well as those in the visual group on both the retention and
transfer tests. This has been carried out by requiring less mental effort to achieve the same
score on the transfer test. The effectiveness of multimedia teachings will only increase if the
student cannot determine the pace of the instructions and the narrator sets the pace [15].
According to the study, using a mixed modality to offer the learner materials that can be
processed as both text and images simultaneously improves learner performance [3]. When
text is replaced with narration, verbal and nonverbal visual inputs that were previously
competing are eliminated. Intriguingly, this benefit of storytelling over text remained even
when presentations were arranged in chronological sequence.

H5: Interpolated Assessment influences cognitive load in educational multimedia learning.

Ref. [16] assert that interpolated assessment can facilitate the learning of a videotaped
lecture in several ways. For instance, it can alter the types of ideas people have throughout
the lecture, making it easier to understand the lecture’s content and making it simpler
to connect the lecture’s session. Highly driven students may benefit from interpolated
evaluations in video-based learning, although the gains are shown in the transfer of
knowledge rather than its retention (Ref. [17]). Based on the previous study’s findings, it can
be deduced that assessment influences cognitive load in educational multimedia learning.

5. Conclusions

This study was conducted with two purposes: first, to investigate the factors affecting
cognitive load and learner performance, and second, to propose a conceptual framework of
factors affecting educational multimedia learning underlying the interrelationship between
cognitive load and learner performance. In order to answer both purposes, a systematic
literature review (SLR) methodology was adopted. Subsequently, four multimedia principle
factors that will affect the cognitive load and leaner performance were identified: spatial
contiguity principle, segmenting principle, modality principle, and interpolated assessment.
Next, the study’s conceptual model was proposed, and discussions were made on each
hypothesis. Future studies to empirically test this framework are encouraged to generalize
the findings and further support the theories. The next stage of this research is to validate
the conceptual research model in a quantitative study. An instrument will be developed by
adapting and adopting the previous instrument. The potential respondents are students
from one of the local universities in Malaysia, selected based on demographic information
explored via the SLR.
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